What’s new in
PlanetPress Connect
2018.2

Introduction
Of course, PlanetPress Connect is all about helping organisations with their digital transition.
But going digital doesn’t mean eliminating print. For the best customer experience possible,
Objectif Lune believes that successful businesses need to reach their clients using their
preferred communication method, and that will include print for the foreseeable future.
This new version of PlanetPress Connect brings many improvements to our print output,
especially for high-volume of transactional documents.

Print improvements
ERP Template Wizard
This is a long-awaited feature and Objectif Lune is
thrilled to announce it. This new wizard simplifies the
creation of 7 typical transactional print documents.
It provides a consistent brand by allowing the user to
enter their company information and choose their logo
and color before producing a complete template that
will include a data model ready for the data mapping to
start! The data model is also available for digital output,
and using snippet, these print templates can shorten the
creation time of web and email versions.

Free commingling
Excellent news! In PlanetPress Connect 2018.2, the
commingling option will now be included as a standard
feature, as with PReS Connect. This means that
PlanetPress Connect customers can now experience
the benefits of commingling without having to incur
additional costs.
Commingling is the ability to use use customer data as
tags to group and sort documents coming from multiple
sources automatically, reducing manual labor, production
and postal costs.
• For customers looking to buy the option, this change
represents a saving of 17.5%.

• For existing OL Care customers who already have the
option, it means a reduction on their next OL Care
renewal.
• For existing OL Care customers who don’t have
the option but wish to have it, they can upgrade to
PlanetPress Connect 2018.2 to obtain it.

Post-Pagination
A new script type is introduced in Designer to work with
the document after the personalization and pagination
process. Post Pagination scripts let the user fetch
information that can be used in several ways, such as
creating and inserting a table of content or producing
banner pages with job statistics.

Impositioning
The newly re-designed impositioning wizard now has
a visual guide that shows graphically the results of
the settings chosen by the user. Any errors are shown
visually, helping to reduce impositioning mistakes.
What’s more, this version also introduces new settings;
the ability to stack by column and the ability to reverse
the page order and rotate by 90 and 270 degrees.
These new features provide more impositioning options
including the ability to enable roll fed label printing.

Advanced Grouping
Up until now, job size grouping was only available for
pages. With this new version, Objectif Lune is introducing
the grouping of document sets and job segments, using
page or sheet counts. This makes it possible to group
documents, for example by customer or region, that can
also include a mix of simplex & duplex.
This means that advanced document sets can now be
created allowing them to be treated as single mail pieces

making it possible to add OMR and barcodes to drive
post printing fulfilment devices.

Dynamic Sheet Configuration
A new Sheet Configuration scripting API lets advanced
users dynamically set properties like the duplex, media and
master pages for a section. It means you have more control
over key aspects of the document within a single section
avoiding the need to create a section for each variation and
having to dynamically control them. This feature will make
managing more complex templates easier.

Productivity
Connect Server

DataMapper

Connect Server Configuration has been improved to
provide a single place to control the number of engines
used. This has reduced the number of parameters in the
scheduling interface. Users now have the ability to restart
engines one by one (rolling) or schedule restarts at a
quiet time which means restarts can be set to avoid peak
production times and thereby improve productivity.

We have now made it possible to ignore empty lines and
also dynamically select data from based on workflow
variables. It means we can optimise the data being used
by Connect to maximise performance.

We also added the ability to use different network ports
for the Connect engine. By using different ports, we
reduce the chances of hitting network limitation which
allows high volume servers to run more effectively.

Send to Workflow
The Send to Workflow UI has been improved and it now
includes a dedicated option to produce a single package
file. We created this feature thinking about improving
usability for those users that make a lot of changes to
templates.

Process grouping / multiple startups
We’ve added the ability to have a startup process for any
group. By initialising startup settings by group, it provides a
more localised an intuitive setup resulting in less mistakes.

Pre-validating data
We have introduced the ability to pre-flight (or validate)
your data mapping task to identify errors before
committing the result to the merge or print process.
The pre-flight result can be used to remove bad records
automatically thereby making your workflow processes
more robust.

Improved logging
We have made improvements to the logging process to
help you debug your processes.

Improvements for digital jobs
JSON support

New HTTP Input

Our Designer now supports JSON. The Sample Data dialog
shows the data model in JSON format and allows the
user to enter, edit, paste, remove values and even import
sample data files stored in JSON format. These actions do
not require an active/open Data Mapping configuration,
making the design & workflow experience much easier.

We’ve introduced a new html input based on NodeJS
technology which is why we call it NodeJS Input. The
current http input remains, but the new version adds the
ability to direct web content to folders or redirect to other
web site. At the same time we’ve added Authentication
with Active Directory which means user information can be
validated before the process is executed.

Sass CSS preprocessor
As stylesheets files are getting larger, more complex and
harder to maintain, a CSS preprocessor helps users write
maintainable code. Users can now better organize their
CSS stylesheets and introduces features like variables.
For example, it becomes possible to define a ‘house-style’
color or font family via a Sass variable and reuse it across
stylesheets, simplifying maintenance.
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Update details tables using JSON
The Update Data Records task now includes support for
JSON which adds the ability to update detail items in the
Connect database.
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